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AAA-23 DATA

4489 Registrants

1,898 Posters

8536 Submissions

1720 Acceptances

20.1% acceptance rate

18 Sponsors & Exhibits

32 Workshops

26 Tutorials

34 Technical Demos

12 Bridge programs (AI to Industry topics)

Become a AAAI Sponsor

Investment in the AI community at AAAI-24 will:

• Support the development of emerging technologies, innovative research, and industry growth.
• Help keep registration fees low to support robust academic attendance.
• Provide attendees with opportunities for mentorship, networking, and professional development.

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS

FOSTER CONNECTIONS

Foster meaningful conversations during 3-day sponsor & exhibitor showcase.

Deepen AI community connections by choosing to sponsor an outreach or social event.

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS

"Inside the room" session access provided with complimentary technical conference passes –

Access to over 15 concurrent track rooms over four core days of the conference.

DISCOVER TALENT

Discover and recruit new talent during our annual AAAI/SIGAI Job Fair.

AAAI-23’s Job Fair included 150+ attendees and 20 companies.

GLOBAL PARTICIPATION

Asia, North America, Europe, Central America, South America, Australia, New Zealand, Africa

1-202-360-4062
1101 Pennsylvania Ave, NW, Suite 300 Washington, DC 20004
aaai.org/become-a-sponsor